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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 128 
Which vCloud Director construct must an administrator add to an Enterprise Group 
to allow vCD resources to be used for Reservations? 

A. Provider VDCs 
B. Organization VDCs 
C. Cloud Cells 
D. Network Pools 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 129 
Several departments have the requirement to provision workloads with vCloud 
Automation Center using a single vCloud Director Virtual Datacenter.Each 
department is in a separate Provisioning Group. How should the administrator 
configure Reservations in vCloud Automation Center? 

A. Reserve a portion of the Virtual Datacenter for each Provisioning Group.  
B. Create a new Provisioning Group that encompasses all of the departments.  
C. Create a new Split Reservation to include the required Provisioning Groups. 
D. Overallocate the Virtual Datacenter to accommodate all of the Provisioning 
Groups. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 130 
An administrator needs to utilize two new vSphere clusters with four Provisioning 
Groups. How many vCloud Automation Center Reservations should the 
administrator create? 

A. 4 
B. 1 
C. 2 
D. 8 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 131 
An administrator needs to limit CPU resources for a vCloud Automation Center 
Provisioning Group. What should the administrator do? 

A. Create a Reservation that includes a vSphere Resource Pool that limits CPU 
utilization. 
B. Create a Reservation and specify CPU limits in the This Reservation field. 
C. Create a Reservation and specify a Reservation Policy that limits CPU utilization. 
D. Create a Reservation that enables Alerts based on CPU utilization. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 132 
As part of a capacity planning exercise, a user needs a report of all Reservations for 
all Provisioning Groups within the user's department including the percentage used 
for machine quota, memory, and storage for powered-on virtual machines. How 
should the user collect the data for this report? 

A. As an Enterprise Administrator, select the columns needed in the Reservation 
work area and export the data in a convenient form. 
B. Request that each Provisioning Group Manager provide the Reservation data for 
the user's department and combine the results. 
C. Request that the database administrator pull the data needed from the appropriate 
database view exporting in CSV format. 
D. As an Enterprise Administrator, run the Reservation Summary Report from the 
Reports section in vCloud Automation Center. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 133 
The administrator of the Development organization is unable to provide access to 
vApps from a catalog to the QA organization. Which two steps would allow the 
vApps to be shared only to the QA organization? (Choose two.) 

A. Add the QA organization to the Development catalog 
B. Enable External Publishing on the Development catalog. 
C. Enable Catalog Sharing on the Development organization. 
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D. Have the QA organization subscribe to the Development catalog 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 134 
Which condition would explain why an organization administrator would be 
prevented from populating a catalog? 

A. The organization administrator role does not have the Catalog: Edit Properties 
right. 
B. The organization administrator must also have the Catalog Author role. 
C. A provider VDC must be created before an organization administrator can 
populate a catalog. 
D. An organization VDC must be created before an organization administrator can 
populate a catalog. 

Answer: C 
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